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WEEKEND
WEATHER

Today: The National Weather Service Forecast
calls for a cloudy and cool Friday with a 60
percent chance of showers. High temperatures
should be near 50. Extended outlook: A chance of showers on
Saturday and Sunday, with clearing skies Monday. Highs for the
next three days are expected to reach the 50s with lows in the 30s.

Greene takes new job,
heads to Indiana Sta·t e·
By DAN HECKEL
Sports Editor

Head basketball coach Ron
Greene accepted the job of
head coach at Indiana State
University Thursday
afternoon, according to Bill
GOldring, assistant athletic
director at ISU.
"Our main criterion was to
get a proven Division I coach
who has been a winner, and we
got our top candidate,"
Goldring said.
Greene was chosen from 60
applicants, with his top
competitor being :formerUClA coach Larry Farmer.
Greene will be going back to
hie hometown of Terre Haute,
Ind., to guide the Sycamore
pro(p'am. Greene replaces
Dave Shellhaae, who held the
Plloto by ROBIN CONOVER
position for three seasons.
Athletic Director Johnny
Reagan said Greene's decision
Karla Guess, Eddyville, and her dog Cinnamon epend some tlmeln stemmed from a combination
of things, one of which was
the sun at Monday's tennl• match".

Dog Daze

probably the inability to get a
new basketball arena.
"I know it has been a point
of frustration for him for a
long time," Reagan said.
Greene was speaking tO a
group in Evansville, Ind.,
Thursday and then went to
Terre Haute, Ind., to accept the
new position . He was
unavailable for comment.
Earlier in the week, Greene's
name had been linked to
vacancies at Indiana State.
the University of Evansville
and the University of New
Orleans, where Greene built a
strong program prior to his
arrival at Murray State.
At that time, Greene said "I
believe I owe it to myself and
my family lo consider these
contacts."
The sports information
director at New Orleans, Mike
Bujol, denied the report that
UNO had contacted Greene,
after a meeting with the
University athletic director.
Evansville would not release

any applicant names, but
Reagan confirmed Wednesday
that Greene had been
contacted by more than just
Indiana State.
The search for Greene's
replacement is under way,
with asaociate coach Steve
Newton currently under
consideration, according to
Craig Bohnert, sports
information director.
Newton turned down an
offer to lead the basketball
team at Northwestern
Louisiana Univesity on
Saturday.
Greene came to Murray
State in 1978 from a one-year
stay at Mississippi State
University where he was
chosen as Southeastern
Conference Coach of the Year.
His .record at Murray stands at
119-78, including three Ohio
Valley Conference
SH GREENE
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The dry 'liability'
Mayfield officials still divided on alcohol issue
Editor's note: The Alcohol
Brewha.ha (sic), a {our-part
series, will explore the
experience of wet/dry
elections in other communities
as well a.8 the effect of the
question here.
By LONNIE HARP
Editor in Chief

The disagreement over
progress with alcohol
continues in Mayfield,
Murray's neighbor to the
northwest, after a 1983
wet/dry election there.
Meanwhile, the man in charge
of community development in
the city says being without
alcohol is "a liability" where
economic expansion is
concerned.
In industrial recruitment,
"It's just another issue we
have to deal with - like any
hurdle you have to overcome,"
said Dick Armstrong, the
executive director of the
community development
agency in Mayfield.

The town grappled with the
choice of legalizing the sale of
alcohol in 1983 after a petition
was circulated and an election
called. The dry side won the
decision that August by 597
votes (2,542-1,945) after a
heated campaign.
"Here, the opposition (to
legalized alcohol) was well
organized and very vocal in ita
support," said Dennie Hill,
who covered the campaign
and election for The Mayfield
Meuenger.
"The 'yea' side was not well
organized and didn't spend a
lot of money. They got pretty
good support at the polls. Had
they been better organized, I
believe they possibly could
have won the election."
Hill said the opposition was
successful at registering
voten (eapeci.ally the elderly)
and seeing that their side was
well-represented at the polls.
About 69 percent of the town's
registered voters participated
in the election.
"We were fairly well

organized," said Charles 0.
Davis, a former Mayfield
mayor and one of the leaders
of the Citizens for Progress
Without Alcohol group.
Davis believes Mayfield is
more attractive to busineea
becauae of its dry statue.
"I'll say we come out on top
by not having that (legalized
alcohol)," be said. "I talked to
a lot of people when I was
mayor - before and since. I
never heard it mentioned as a
factor.

"Moat people kind oflike our
subdued nature. I think it's a
plus rather than a minus.
Businesses want to eet away
from the wilder places -leave
all that behind them.''
However, Armstrong
disagrees. "In my role of
trying to do industrial
recruitment, I see that a lot of
-the industry that is moving is
coming from the North and
the East. Alcoholic beverages
are a common part of life to
them. They do not
comprehend what it is to be
'dry'. It's a new experience for
them and another thing we
· have to go through."
"Candidly," Hill said,
"executives will tell you that if
they're going to commit a
large amount of money to an
area, they want a place where
their employees can drink and
socialize. That is a part of the
overall packaee.''
"The argument& about it
(legalized alcohol) helping the
economy are hogwash -

NEXT WEEK · HOW MARRIED STUDENTS DEAL WITH SCHUUL

nobody's ever proven that,"
Davis said.
"I've been a public official
for a long time, and
invariably, towns that are wet
have more problems. I am
firmly convinced that being
wet would not help the average
citizen. A few people make
money at the expense of
someone else. The tax rates
wind up higher, and besides
that, I think it's morally
wrong," be said.
"Look at every city in a
growth phase, and look at all
the cities that are established,
show me one that is dry ....
There aren't any," said Hill,
who wrote an editorial
supporting legalized alcohol
just before the election.
"They (the dry side) try to
tell you tha~ legalized alcohol
will tum the city into a den of
iniquity. It's just not true,"
Hill said. "You go to any city
See MAYFIELD
Page7
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Stroup conference
There will be a combined preaa conference and student forum
with University President Kala Stroup in the Hart Hall
Coffeehouse, Wednesday at 7 p.m.
The event, co-sponsored by MSU-TV 11, follows a press
conference sponsored by the group earlier this eemeeter. John
Dillon, instructor in the department of journalism, radiotelevision, said the president "liked the idea of having a press
conference but her heart was really set on meeting with the
students."
Student can ask any questions related to the University and
members of the press are welcome as well.
The Student Government Association is the second iponaor of
the forum. President Rob Huth said he thinks it could help
establish communication between administration and the
students.

Nursing program
The Department of Nursing and the MSU chapter of Sigma
Theta Tau national honor society in nursing will sponsor an
Annual Research Evening Thursday, March 21.
The program will be held 6:30p.m. to 8:30p.m. in Room 110 of
Mason Hall.
Registered nurses are invited to hear nursing students and
faculty members present reporta on research conducted within
the region. The program has been approved by the Kentucky
Board of Nursing for two contact hours.
Registration will be prior to the program. A $5 fee will cover
refreshments.
Interested persons should contact Nancey France in the
Department of Nursing.

Office technology class
A non-credit course titled "Office technology" will be offered
by the Center for Continuing Education on four Thursdays,
April 4 through May 2, from 6 to 9 p.m.
Dr. Thomas J. Seymour, aesociate profeuorin the department
of office administration and business education. will teach the
counJe. The course is designed to help the manager, secretary or
office manager become familiar with the secretary's
responsibilities created by office technology.
A location will be announced at a later date.
Interested persons should contact the Center for Continuing
Education.

Scuba diving course
An open water scuba diving certification course is being
offered to students on Tuesday and Thursday evenings for four
weeks, beginning Tuesday.
. .
.
Students may register at an organ1zation~l ~eeting Tuesday
at 6 p.m. in Room 106 of the Carr Health Building.
The class will meet from 6 to 9:30 p.m. on both days.
Students must provide their own fins, masks and snorkels. All
other equipment and materials will be included in the course
cost.

~y II~J
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Con·t ract lawsuit refiled,
court examines motion
By DANNIE PRATHER
Staff Writer

The breach of contract
lawsuit filed by two profeuors
against the University was
refiled in Franklin Circuit
Court last week upon the
motion of the University's
lawyer.
James M. Lassiter,
Calloway County Circuit
Judge, dismissed the suit
March 8 at the motion of
James Overby, counsel for the
University. Lassiter said his
court did not have jurisdiction
to try,the case.
The Kentucky constitution
declares state institutions and

agencies such as universities
immune from suits unleee the
state legislature consents. The
Kentucky legislature waived
state immunity under the
condition that the suit be
refiled in Franklin County.
Dr. Dick Usher and Dr.
John Taylor, both of the
deparbnentofeducation,filed
the lawsuit after the Board of
Regents failed to diecuss the
depletion of faculty and staff
insurance benefits at ita Feb.
16 meeting.
Usher said the refiling
"wasn't totally unexpected"
and "our lawyer anticipated
that would be the case." The
two professors, both members
of the Kentucky Education
· Association, are represented

by Arthur L. Brooks ofBrooks,
Coffman and Fitzpatrick in
Lexington at the
recommendation of the KEA.
"The question is that
whether Murray State
University is a state agency,
Mr. Overby took the position
that it is," said Brooks. "I
thought he'd be happy to try it
(the case) in his own
backyard."
Brooke said the refiling
"doesn't effect the merits" of
the case and he hopes to start
interviewing faculty and staff
the second and third week of
April to try to prove the
University broke a
contractual agreement in the
reduction of insurance
benefits.

Campus roof-patching chore
signals return of tar-pot smell
By DEAN COSSIBOOM
Assistant News Editor

Most students have
probably noticed the smell of
tar in the air on campus.
Physical plant director Tal
Fannin said roof repairs are
common.
~'With ae many square feet
of roof as we have on this
campus," Fannin said, «you'll
see that tar pot around here
almoet every day."
Ed West, associate dil't!Ctor
of buildings and equipment
maintenance, said the
University spends $16,000 to
$20,000 each year for roof
repairs. "What we are doing is
fixing leaks," he said.

West said roofs are
inspected each year to
determine if repairs . or new
roofs are needed. Funds must
be budgeted in advance for
roofreplacements.

on the north tower of Applied
Science and on Lowery Annex
last fall with a combined
contract cost of about $53,000.
He said roof& were replaced on
Carr Health and Pogue
Library last summer at a cost
He said new roofs were put of about $104,000.

20°/o off

The boat shoe and
Lee Wright • casual

Sale S28 pair

West explained that most
roof repairs are done through
an emergency minor roof
repair contract with a local
roofer. He said about $10,000
in repairs have been done on
Faculty Hall since last fall.
"There is no way to know
how much it is going to cost
until you get up there," he said.
"There were some severe leaks
up there. It had really been
leaking for years."

_

_..

"If you have a building like
Faculty Hall that leaks like a
sieve but there is no mon.-y
budgeted," West :-~a1d . • 'wu
justhavetodowha• . 1 can to
try to stop the len k

West said oth\:r b\LI.lJu."s
which have received roof
repairs in the past year include
Price-Doyle Fine Arts,
Waterfield Library, Boy Scout
Museum, the center tower of
Applied Science, Racer Arena,
College Courts, Hart Hall,
Richmond Hall, Franklin
Hall, Clark Hall, White Hall,
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center,
Blackburn Science and the
physical plant building.
He said much of the damage
resulted from a hail storm last
summer, and that the
University will be reimbursed
for repairs due to those
damages.

Reg. $35. Lee Wright, one of
the architects of the new
el!Citement m mertswear.
turns h1s attent1on to casual
shoes. Thts one IS smartly
styled w1th a leather upper
and comfortable terry ltnmg.
Choose from taupe. gray and
whits . Men's s1zes.
Reg. $35. The trad1ttonsl
moccasm-style boat shoe ts
at home on land or sea. W1th
leather upper. tawhide laces
dOd long-weanng traction
bottom In rust, brown. navy,
tan and 1vory. Me-·s s1zes.

30% off
Nike Monterey
running shoes
Sale $14.99 pair
Reg. $22.99. Styles
for men and
women.
Prices Effective thru Sunday

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills
Murray, Ky. 42071

Office: 759-1480
Catalog: 759-4080
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New editor in chief chosen;
looks forward to Y,ear ahead

Are You Interested In a Career In

'

Saying he has had his "eye
on leading the newspaper for
some time," Lonnie Harp, a
junior from Mayfield, has
begun a one-year term as
editor in chief of The Murray
State News.
"I'm anxious to see how I do
as a leader," said Harp, who
replaces Dan Dipiazzo, of
Godfrey, 111., as the top student
leader of the campus weekly.
Since joining the staffof The
News as a freshman, Harp has
been a sports writer, sports
editor , s pecial assignment
writer, viewpoint editor and,
most recently, campus life
editor . That va riety of
experience, he believes, will
help him work closely with all
areas of the newspaper.
Harp will further be able to
test and enhance what h e has
learned this summer, when he
will become one of three
reporting interns at The
Courier-Journal in Louisville.
In past summers he has
worked for The Mayfield
Messenger and The Paducah
Sun in reporting and
photography.
He is vice president of the
MSU chapter ofThe Society of
Professional Journalists,
Sigma Delta Chi and second
vice president of the Ken tucky
Interco ll egiate Press
Association.
The new editor said readers
can expect few changes in the
appearance or content of The
News. "The changes I would
like to see would be mostly

International Business?
Travel - Study European Seminars
with top-level executives

aren't necessarily looking for
a lot of recognition."
Also facing Harp in the
coming year shDuld be the
newspaper's move back to
Wilson Hall from the Old
Student Center. ''I think we'll
all be happy to see the Old
Student Center become a Boy
Scout museum and Wilson
Hall become the home of the
journalism department
again," be said.

IBM
NESTLE
ROLEX
LLOYD'S OF LONDON
TOUCHE ROSS

EARN 3 CREDIT HOURS

internal," he said, " and won't
be so noticeable to the public.
"I would like to think our
newspaper next year will be as
good as it has been this yearand that will be a challenge for
me."
Another challenge facing
Harp will be the selection of a
staff for next yea r ' s
newspaper. Applications are
being accepted now for all
positions, he said, a nd will be
taken through April 8.
" App l ~cants
don ' t
necessarily h ave to be
journalism people," Harp said.
"I'm looking for people who
are willin g to put in the time to
get the job don e and who

"We encourage people to let
us know what they're doing,
not expect us to know," he
said. "They need to go halfway
with us, and we'll usually be
receptive."
As he sees it, the role of The
Mu"ay State News is "to
inform students and faculty
and staff as to what's going on
at the Un iversity, and to a
certai n extent in the
community."
Since most faculty and
admin istrators get University
news from other media in th e
community that students may
not see or hear, Harp said, "it
is especially important for us
to realize our news will be more
important for studen ts and to
concentrate on that."

Dr. Gary Brockway
Dept. of Mgmt. & Mkt.
401 Business Bldg.
762-6202

- I NT£R'<ATIONAL .....-...
JJusiNE.SS
t fJ,;,;J
-

1/Ju.II'IARS

Harp wishes to encourage
an active, open relationship
w i th the University
community, and hopes readers
will continue to write letters to
the editor and offer story
ideas.
Lonnie H1rp

HEINEKEN
KRUPP
PROCTER & GAMBLE
HEWLETT PACKARD
DAIMLER BENZ

RQAR-EES
RO'I'S PHAflMAC'IIS flOAfliNG DOWN
THE PfliCESf
'IOU ILL FINO N:CESS ITl ES
AS WELL AS CAQDS,
STATIONARIES, AND GIFTS
TO SUIT '/OUR NEEDS.
ALSO GET

tO% OFF ALL PrlESCrliPTIONS

!!

ROY'S

S06 N 12ftoSt

MUUAY, O

'"0Nt 7S3 23t0

Now chat tt's time to purcha>e your
mllcgc nng, think about ~hoo~tng
the finCSl-;t 141' gold college nng
from ArtC u ved.
Dt.'Stgncd and handcrafted for la\t•
ing \ Jiue, :111 ArtC.trvcd 14K guld
~·ollc~·· ring j, now more affordable
than r,·er. For a limitl·d time onlr.
you .:.m ~.l~l' $l ~ un the style of your
choin·. Stop 1-r ro sec the emir<>
An Carvetl colic. nun and ~ustom
options. Renwmh<:r, it\ vuur year

FRESH! HOT! FAST!

for .:old!

Get the great taste of p;z:za Hut• piz:za delivered
to your door when you call Pizza Hut• Special
Delivery Always fresh. hot and fast!

Delivery Hours
1

Sun.·Thurs. 4-10
4 11

i759":4s46Sa'

·

Salle this number •nd kHP If h•I'Hfl.

LlllrraD
DELIVERY ARI!A

March 28 & 29

9 a.m. - 3 p.m. University Store
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.
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Student ri ght to vote
should not be denied
It is no longer just a question of
wet/ dry. The debate has now
turned to whether students as a
rule should vote in the city and
have a say in the town's policies.
The law says yes.
Students have been allowed to
voice their opinions in this city for
better or for worse. It is our right
and it is our duty as American
citizens. More than 1,000 students
voted on campus in the November
presidential election, but now this
right to vote is no longer as clear.
Townsfolk have a number of
arguments, many of which are
valid but still flawed.
Students will be in this town
forever, or as long as the
University's doors are open.
Granted, it will not be the exact
same crew that decides the alcohol
issue, but this group's general
opinion will most likely reflect the
views of students in general.
. It has been said that most of the

voting students are younger than
21 and therefore cannot drink
legally. But if they are to remain
here through four years of the
required program, by the time they
gain senior status, the majority
will be 21 years of age and can
make a legal choice in this state.
Some residents are afraid that
Murray will tum into a haven for
drunken and boisterous students.
For the most part, drinkers are
responsible when it comes to
consumption. However, it is the
minority that goes off the deep end
and a1ves the entt"re group a bad
e·
name.
Assuming that Murray will
become a hang out for drunkards
speaks poorly of the community as
a whole. Those who blame alcohol
for the vice and corruption are
actually pointing out the
weaknesses of their fellow men.
The truth is that most drinkers
have access to alcohol now.

HICH CONT AINER WOULD YOU

PUT

YOUR,. YtJTr IN?

'---------------:-..;:_-------------~

Legalization will not tum the skies
to gray overnight.
Morehead State University in
eastern Kentucky went through
the same ordeal just three years
ago. All the same arguments were
used and the election was carried
out as planned. The wet side won
by 67 votes.
But what was more important
than which side won was the fact
that students did take an active
part in the decision and acted out

their right.
Figures from the University's
marketing
department show that
d
stu ents generate about $480,000
in this toVI'n each week. The town
depends upon students for much of
its livelihood.
If a person spends four years of
hislifeinoneplace,hisrighttums
into a responsibility. Voting is part
of democracy. Let the people speak
their r :nds.

FEEDBACR
Respect voting rights
To the Editor:
The hottest political issue these days
in and around the City ofM urray is the
special election scheduled April 23,
1985. Committees have been formed,
cha11enges and allegations made, and
divisiveness and alienation has set in
upon many sectors of our city. The
wet/dry issue is being debated in your
paper, inch urches and lodges, in coffee
shops, and even in happen chance
meetings on the street.
May I take this opportunity to
remind us all whether or not we are in
favor of the controlled legal sale of
alcoholic beverages in the city, as
mem hers of a democratic
representative society, we need to

respect our neighbors' opinions, abide
by the outcome of the election and
strive to uphold the legal rights of our
fellowman. One such right is the
registration of an t!ligible voter
whether he is currently a student at the
univen~ity , who may upon graduation
elect to leave our fair cicy for places
unknown, or he is one ·of our more
permanent residents who for some
reason or other has failed to register
and vote in the p88t. Both are protected
by the constitutions of the United
States of America and the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Instead of spending our energies
challenging and alienating ourselves
from one another, Jet us encourage

these more recent registrants to
participate in all political processes
and become involved in our
community's development.
For example, on May 28, 1985 there
will be a primary election in which 17
candidates are vying for 12 positions
on City Council and four candidates
have filed for Murray's mayor. (One
Republican h88 filed for City Council
and will appear on the November
ballot.) If the outcome of the April 23
election is favorable of controlled
alcoholic sales these people will be
instrumental in making
recommendations and the passing of
ordinances regarding regulation,
compliance and enforcement of

alcoholic beverage sales control. The
informed voter should know where
these candidates stand.
Aa a point of information, and an
attempt to encourage others to come
forth, I as a candidate for the Murray
City Council believe that the people of
Murray, Calloway County and the
surrounding areas are intelligent,
moral and responsible enough to
control their pen1onal use of alcoholic
beverages, to teach their children
temperance and to realize the benefits
of controlled legal sale of alcoholic
beverages, and am, therefore, in favor
of such salea.
Peter B. Phelan
Murray

M.B.A. admission formula ·
To the Editor:
National graduate scores decline
(March 7) contains statements which
might mislead potential applicants to
graduate programs. My comments are
related to admission to the M.B.A.
program at Murray State.
Our admission process is mandated
by our ?.ccreditation agency.
Admission is determined by a formula
w·ul·h ('Ombines undergraduate grade
point avt>rage <UGPA), GMAT score
and .1- graduate work experience.
Tht-r<> are no mi.1imum cutoff scores for
ar.v individual,~redentials.
One exception to the standard
admission procedure is the use of an
alternative formula which considers
GPA for the last 60 hourtt (LGPA) in

lieu of UGPA. Also, we have special
admission process which admits a few
applicants on the basis of outstanding
work experience or other credentials.
The GMAT is uaed by almost all
accredited graduate schools of
business. Nationally, as many people
sit for the GMAT as for the GRE .
GMAT scores range from 200 to 800
(not 850 to 1,400 as reported), with a
.n ational average of approximately
480. Applicants admitted to Murray
State in 1984 averaged 505.
An applicant who is denied
admission can raise his or her formula
score by taking additional courses to
improve the LGPA, or by re-taking the
GMAT or by receiving credit for

additonal work experience.
The M.B.A. program does have a
computerized history of credentials
and performances of all 3,000
applicants in its 20-year life. A recent
study of this information found that
graduate grade point average (GGPA)
is significantly correlated with UGPA,
LGPA and GMAT scores. It also
indicated that GMAT should be
weighted a bit more in the formula and
UGPA a bit less.
The study reported some, but not
significant, correlation between GGPA
and work experience. Work experience,
which was added to the formula in
August, 1983, is measured by months
of postgraduate work. When the article
quoted me assaying, "Wehavetogeta

better measure," it should have been
referring to work experience. Another
study is being considered to determine
whether work experience could be
measured better by variables such as a
number of persons supervised or job
title.
Thus, we have a valid admi88ions
process for the M.B.A. program at
Murray State. Admission is limited to
those who have good, but not
necessarily exceptional, credentials.
Those admitted generally are able to
complete the program, which may be
the proof of the pudding.
Edward Schwan
Assistant Dean
College of Business and Public Affairs

Pa~re5
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FEEDBACR
Track team ignored
To the Editor:
Yes, thereiaaMurrayStatewomen 's
track team, but how many people
realize that the 1985 indoor track
season is completed?
To open up the season, we travelled
to Indiana University on Jan. 19. Due
to the weather, two weeks later the
Purdue Invitational was cancelled.
The following week the team headed up
to Madison, Wis., and competed in the
Golden Track Shoe Invitational where
we placed second.
The Redbird Invitational at illinois
State was the next weekend. The Lady
Racers finished fifth out of 12 teams.

On February 22-23 we capped off our
season with theOVC Invitational held
at Middle Tennessee. Murray State
worked hard for a strong second
behind Eastern Kentucky.
Behind the leadership of our seniors,
17 school records were broken.
Therefore, we just can't understand
why The Murray State N ews failed to
recognize these accomplishments. If
this is supposed to be a school
newspaper, why can't you cover all the
sports?
Jill Consterdine
KathyHein
Sophomore
Sophomore
Memphis, Tenn.
Portage, Wis.

Fairness lacking
To the Editor:
Murray State students and
administration can't seem to make up
their minds lately. Or maybe they're
just repeatedly getting tangled in their
own webs. For example, two years ago,
Murray students said, " We don't live
here. We're only students. Why should
we buy city stickers and pay city
taxes?" Rightly so.
SGA, with the help of the
administration, worked with the City
Counsel in order to free us from this
obligation. Now, Murray students
want to practice "democracy" and to
use their baaic constitutional rights to
vote on a local issue, i.e., wet vs. dry.
Again, with the help of SGA and some
of the administrative personnel,
students managed to get a vote called.
It's great to see democracy working but
the approach to this matter hardly
seems democratic. These same
students who don't want to pay city
taxes wanl to vote in a city election.
This vote was arranged in a manner
such that as long as you're a student
with an American citizenship you can
vote on this, but if you live three miles
outside of town and have worked and
shopped and voted in Murray all your
life, you're e)(cluded from this vote.
What right do we students have to tell
local people how to live?

This same University which is so
fond of constitutional rights tells
visiting preachers that they must have
a permit to apeak on campus or else
they'll be thrown in jail. This school is
public property so it seems to me that
the constitutional rights of freedom of
speech and the right to assembly would
apply here. A local judge agrees,
saying that there is no law requiring a
permit.
This same lack of consistency
extends even further.
The Student Handbook says
cheating and plagiarism are
"impermissible." However, when a
MSU student waa caught blatantly
cheating on a teet, not only waa there
no dieciplining, but the atudent waa
aleo given recommendations from
higher faculty and administration
members to medical school!
Come on, Murray State. How long do
you think you can get away with this
kind of deception, inconsistency. and
ambiguity? Murray State has the
reputation of being a good school of
higher education butl am very worried
about its future if it continues along
this path. And this concern is shared
by students, faculty and alumni.
Leslie Donaldson
Senior
Mobile, Ala.
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Additional taxes
To the Editor:
Murray State University has
"officially" taken a neutral stance on
the wet-dry issue. Officially maybe; but
unofficially, not at all. The office of
Student Development, in cooperation
with SGA, has ac.tively participated in
organizing students to petition to bring
this issue to a vote and to register
students for a vote. RAe in the
residence halls were approached by
SGA officers and asked to petition the
students in their halls. Students were
even enticed with a free food offer from
a local merchant.
This is all under pretense of being
"fair" and "honest." "We aren't taking
a stand, we just want a vote on the
issue," they say. Well, you don't bring a
decided issue to vote unles you don't
like the previous decision. I believe it is
quite clear where the University
stands. At least they should be honest
about their stance.
I was told by SGA officers that the
only requirement to register for this
vote is to be an American citizen. Is
this what this registration actually
says? No, not at all. It says that I am a
citizen of the city of Murray. When I
pay tuition, the University says I am a
citizen of Indiana and I mu.s t pay out·
of-state tuition. However, when they
want me to vote for a wet city, they say,
"Sure, you're a resident, sign right
here."
What they didn't tell me was that by
registering here, I have forfeited my
· current voting status at home.

Additionally, according to a Murray
city ordinance, I am now subject to city
taxes and vehicle sticker fees. How
about you 1,900 students who signed
and registered; are you ready to pay
$15 for a city sticker? I hope so because
you are obligated to. ·I 1981, SGA
fought City Hall in order to relieve us of
this burden. This year's SGA has
resaddled 1,900 of us with this burden.
Thanks, SGA, you forgot to mention
that. Was that an intentional
deception or just a clumsy oversight in
your pursuit of higher goals?
I feel that students, except full-time
Murray residents, have no business
deciding such an issue for this town.
These students are only here for nine
months of the year and then only for
four years. I£ MSU and SGA get their
way, these temporary "residenta" wili
have more voting privileges than
county residents who work in Murray
and pay city taxes. These are the
people who will have to live with this
decision long after these students are
gone.
This isn't right, fair, or honest and
MSU, SGA and a handful of "honest"
businessmen are encOuraging such
shenanigans. Well, in light of all this,
I'll register, I'll vote, I'll even gladly
pay for a city sticker just to have the
opportunity to stand and vote against
such underhanded, deceptive
finagling.
WeaBurger
Senior
Jeffersonville, Ind.

SGA cleared
To the Editor:
Having read many of the "letters to
the editor" of the past couple of weeka
We feel it necessary to make a couple of
clarifications as to Student
Government's involvement with the
upcoming wet/ dry vote of April23.
The MSU Student Government
Association believes studenta comprising a healthy, continuous and
legally affected 35 percent of the
population of the city of Murray- do
have a right to vote.
We have not, do not, and will not take
a position on either side of the issue.
Concerning the coupon issue- SGA
sought after and paid for 1/ 3 the cost of
$10 gift certificates (good at Dakota
andPagliai's) as an incentive program
to register students to vote in Murray
during the presidential-election

registration in late October.
The certificate program ceased mor~
than two months before the wet/dry
petition began to be circulated. Gift
certificates have been used as a
common incentive practice on the part
of SGA and various Murray busineaa
establishments for a variety of
programs over the years. A total of
approximately 12 certificates were
awarded in this particular program.
The Executive Officers,
StudentGovernmentAs~ation

Rob Huth, president
Rick Kupchella, vice president
Jim Henson, secretary
Brad Hill, treasurer

Buaineu Manager . . . .. . Orville Herndon
H
An Cathy
l H Cole
Aut. Buaineea .Ma.nqer . . • . Joy anne1
re a eame
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Rob Huth
Burrage
Debbie
D Kirchdorfer
Ro
Ad Production Staff • . . Marian Bequette
wain gars
Greg Byerly
Redtlll. Larry O~k;· '1tarlta
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usa acason Graphics Produc (trombone)l!l p.m.
Berry
Mitch Lancaater Cartoonist . . .• , In Ane Arte Center. rilliam
Barb Meyer System• Manaat CoMeft. 'White
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Angie Reynolds

Heart" I p.m. In

Jene Stratton Graduate Asaiau CurTis Center
Doan
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were chosen by Kentucky's
Cooperative Center for Study
in Britain. They will be joined
by faculty members from
Western Kentucky University,
Morehead State University,
Northern Kentucky
University and Eastern
Kentucky University.
Lorrah, Daughaday and
Rogers will teach from early
June through the first week of
July in tours throughout
Britain. Cella, Maupin and
Dr. Owen B. · Moseley, Prater will teach from early
professor of accounting, will July to early August in
present the annual Alpha Chi London.
Honors Lecture in Curris
Center Barkley Lecture Room
at 7:30p.m. Tuesday.
Eacp year Alpha Chi
chooses one professor to
Representatives from the
present the lecture. Alpha Chi following groups will be on
president Mark White said campus on the dates shown.
Moseley was selected because Interested students may
of his excellent reputation arrange an interview through
among colleagues and for the the Cooperative Education
thoughtful and scholarly and Placement Office, 210
qualities he brings to his field. Ordway Hall.
TODAY
AGRICULTURE
Purdue Foods, Lewiston,
Dr. Charles Daulfbaday,
has opportunities
Dr. Ron Cella and Dr. Jean N.C.,
available for students with
Lorrah, professors of Agriculture, Ag-Econ, AgEnglish; Lillian L. Rogen,
Business degrees or Business
instructor of sociology; Dr. degrees
with strong
Joa.., ~aupln, assistant agriculture background.
profl!BSI'!" of home economics,
THURSDAY
and 0 · . Gre1 Prater,
BUSINESS
asaL !~tlt professor of special
Service Merchandise ,
education, have been selected Nashville
, Tenn ., has
to teach couT8e8 in England
accounting internships
next summer.
available for summer and fall
The six faculty membere 1985.

Two faculty members in the
A painting by Jerry
department
of political science
S peight, assistant professor
of art, titled "View from the and legal studies served as
Van" has been selected to be panelists on a program at the
exhibited in the 1985 Water 24th annual meeting of the
Tower Annual Art Exhibit in Kentucky Political Science
Association in Lexington
Louisville.
March
1-2.
The 58 piece exhibit will be
Dr. Farouk F. Umar,
on display through April 14.
The show was selected by professor, and Or. Joseph
Gudmund Vigtel, director of Rose, associate professor,
The High Museum of Atlanta. were involved in a discussion
titled "Islamic Revivalism."

Dr. Tim Grady, associate
professor of computer studies,
delivered the keynote address
at the recent Penn State
University Annual Computer
Education Conference.
His topic was "State of the
Art of Educational
Computing."

Dr. Steve West and Dr.
Gail West presented papers to
the Southern Regional
Business Law Association at
the Southwest Federation of
Administrative Desciplines in
New Orleans March 6·9.
He is an associate professor
and she is an assistant
professor in the department of
political science and legal
studies.
His paper was titled "Hodel
vs. Virginia Surface Mining -A New Test for Regulating
Interstate Commerce?" Her
presentation waa "Non-Law
Fac ulty Teaching La w
Courses -- Ar e There
Problems?"

I

PlACEMENT

YOU LOOK GOOD IN PERSON.
HOW DO YOU LOOK ON PAPER?
The object is to sell a product, YOUR SKILLS, to a
buyer, THE EMPLOYER. A resume is a personal
SALES ADVERTISEMENT. For a personal resume
send a self-addressed. stamped envelope to:

JOB SEARCH

P.O. Box 8047, Paducah, Ky. 42002-8047
Phone (502) 554-5181

I
...atep IIIJhtl1 with a little "Englllh Sole "

ON THE SQUARE • ,MURRAY
Classic Ladles Footwear
• Joan & David
• Van Eli
• Bernardo
•Gloria

• Sesto Meucci
• Evan Picone
• Innocence
Vanderbilt

AFFORDABLE PRICES

Monday-Saturday
10:00-5:00
502·759-41AO

SGA ELECTIONS
Positions Available:

President
Vice President

Secretary
Treasurer

2 Senators from each College:
College of Business and Public Affairs
College of Fine Arts and Communication
College of Industry and Tech11ology
College of Science .
College of Education
College of Humanistic Studies

6 Senators-at-Large
Application Deadline: April 3, 4:30 p.m .
Candidates Meeting: April 4, 4 p.m. Barkley Room.
Election Day: ·April 17

•
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MayfieldContinued from flege 1

that's wet and they h ave the
same civic pride and the same
churches. It's just not a factor
in how people feel about the
city. Thecharacterofaplaceis
not determined by legalized
alcohol."
HilJ said many drinkers in
Mayfield supported the dry
side because they did not want
to publicly condone legalized
alcohol. Others, he said, who
have access to alcohol through
social organizations oppose
legalizing the sale of alcohol
when it involves the entire
town.

This
Week!

"There was a curious
contradiction in people's
minds," Hill said. "The people
who drink and go to Paducah
to buy liquor voted 'no'
because they did not want THE GRAVES COUNTY COURTHOUSE on the aquare In Mayfield Ia 1 familiar landmark to
taverns and bars in Mayfield." Mayfleldlana. In 1983, cltlzena here defeated a propoaalto allow the 111e of alcoholic beveragea In

'

Hill maintains that
Mayfield's economy bas been
hurt because of the town's
stance on legalized alcohol
sales. He believes Mayfield
will see a greater loss of
revenue if Murray supports
the wet side.
"If Murray votes to go wet, I
believe Mayfield will almost
have to," he said. "Already the
economic guts of Mayfield
have been sucked out by
Paducah. Even more people
will go out of town to do their
buying."

their western Kentucky town by almost 600 votes. Both wet and dry forcea expect to be faced with the
laaue again soon.

Davis believes that
Mayfield will soon see another
election on the alcohol issue.
He holds that the dry side will
be even more organized when
that day arrives. Davis says
most townspeople are content
without legalized alcohol and
discounts arguments that the
town is worse off because it is
dry.

"I can•t see that it hurts the
economy," Davis said. " Why
compound your problems?"

DONVTSHACK
We haue a complete selection
of pastry to satisfy your sweet tooth.
Also come enjoy a
fresh hot breakfast or lunch.

__;:;a

I!_

~

1~ Chestnut ~

~

·~

----------• •4

Dote:

MAR. 2S
Time:

7P.M. &
9:30P.M.
Place:

CURRIS
CENTER
THEATRE

r

- ---- --------- - - - - - ------ -- ---------- ---- --~

STUDENTS, it's time once again to nominate
your favorite taacher for the

MAX CARMAN AWARD
I , - - - - - - - - - - - , would like to nominate
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - for the award.
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION

1. In what department does the facutty member teach1

Keep your warm summer look
throughout the winter!

Come and get a
30-mlnute session
for $4 In our Suntanna
tanning bed

2. Have you had this prof-or in class?
If so, what cl•-7
3. Is the professor available tor -istance outside
the clauroom
. .1
4. What qualities do you feel this professaor has that
would qualify him for this aw.-d for outstanding
clauroom performance?

We'll take care of your beauty
needs from head to toe. So call
us soon and feel good all over.

Student's
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _"""!'"""_ _ _ _ _ Oate _ _ __
Major _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ __

Dixieland Center

Murray

753-0882

RETURN FORM TO SGA OFFICE BY MARCH 29, 1985.
Please use additional sheets If necessary.
--------~---- - ----------- - - - ---------------~
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Student financial aid attainable
,,
I

;1
I

l

.,

Johnny McDougal, director
of financial aid, said he is sure
students are not filling out
necessary applications
because they assuxne drastic
cuts will be made in federal
dollars available next year.
McDougal said he has heard
students say they are not
bothering with applications
this year. "That's what we are
trying to counter," he said.
"That is in error. In fact,

Pavillion
renovation
complete soon

student financial aid is alive
and well for the upcoming
school year."
He said despite possible
changes, Congress has
appropriated funds for the
grant, loan and student
employment programs for
1985-86.
McDougal said the national
news coverage has led to a
public perception that student
financial aid ·will be

significantly reduced. He is applications to the Student basement of Sparks Hall.
concerned by the proposals for Financial Aid Office by April
He said the programs
the 1986-87 school year which 1.
planned to provide loans,
are subject to congressional
grants or student employment
approval.
McDougal said that both in· next year include Pell Grants,
He said the University is state and out-of-state students Supplemental Educational
doing everything possible to who request aid next year Opportunity Grants,
preserve adequate financial must also fill out the Kentucky Kentucky Higher Education
aid opportunities for Financial Aid Form. Both the A.saistance Authority rrants,
prospective and currently KFAF and Murray State National Direct Student
enrolled students. Interested financial aid application are Loans, Nursing Student
students who plan to attend in in the 1985-86 financial aid Loans, Federal Work Study
1985-86 should submit packets available in the Employment and University
completed financial aid financial aid office in the Student Employment.

Entire Stock

Dresses, Coats, & Jackets

By DEAN COSSIBOOM
Assistant News Editor

Renovation of Carman
Pavilion is about a month
ahead of schedule, George
· Pavelonis, University interior
designer said.

20°/o OFF

Carman Pavilion is located
on College Farm Road just
past the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. It was formerly used
as the exposition center.
Renovation will allow the
building to be used as part of
the University small animal
health care program.

"It's not far from being
ready to open, except for the
furnishing of some technical
equipment and some
formalities.'' Pavelonis said
cost for the renovation should
be close to original estimates
of $400,000.
He said the exterior of the
building is coordinated to
relate to the exposition center.
"lt looks like a complete unit
now," he said, "like a complex
instead oftwoseparate units."
"I get excited about the color
scheme," he said. "We utilized
some of the things we had, but
by introducing some new
colors along with the old ones
we made it look good."
Pavelonis said two existing
areas will be used without
change as a lecture room and a
conference research area. A
stall for larger animals east of
the building will remain
unchanged.
He said that in addition to
classrooms and offices, the
building will include
laboratories, surgery
facilitities, a dental room. a
supply and pharmacy area, an
X-ray area, a washer and dryer
area, two small locker and
shower rooms, and a small
animal holding area.
Pavelonis said special
features ir.clude a television
system in one of the anatomy
labs so that students can
observe operations from other
classrooms.
"I think it will be a big asset
to. the University," he said. "It
will give the related programs
the space they need."

Includes Regular &
Sale Priced Merchandise!
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Conflicts spark pageant changes~------Continued from Page 9

Whit said Johnson's and her
relation s hip with the
Hamilton& deter iorated.
"There was a period of time
when the relationship went
from one of being able to talk
and discusa things to a cool,
antagonistic relationship,"
she said.

four judges resulted in a tie.
Brooks said it was her
responsibility to explain to th e
auditors who counted the
votes what to do in case of a tie.
She said Bill Hamilton met
with the auditors and
instructer! th~"m on a method
different from hers.
"I saw tl1·tt Bill was talking
to the auditors,'' Brooks said.
"He had no purpose being
there except as Betty's
husband; he wasn't supposed
to be talking with the auditors.
I was suppoSed to tell the
auditors how to count the
votes and what to do in case of
a tie. He was telling them a
different way to do it."

"That's complete l y
erroneous." Mrs. Hamilton
said. "We try not to treat
anyone badly and I think we
succeed. We would like them to
go home with that feeling. We
knock ourselves out to show
"I really think the start of her a good time. I think we
the problems began with succeed."
Diana," said Hamilton. "She
was too much into it, too
emotional. She promoted
herself with the winners. Sh e
came to meetings she wasn't
in vi ted to, and girls
complained about her. We got
complaints from their parents.
Diana had some good ideas. If
she had put them in the right
direction it would have worked
well."
THE BREAKFAST
CLUB
Karen Gordon Berg, who
was Miss MSU 1977 and Miss
Kentucky 1977, said she had
troub l e getting her
scholarship money from the
Hamilton& after she became
Mias Kentucky.

Mrs. Hamilton said it is
customary for a member of the
state board to make sure that
the auditors understand the
tie-breaking process which
was why her husband talked
to the auditors.
"He told them how to break
the tie, and the auditors said
they were sorry they couldn't
do it that way, that the
chairman said that she would
break the tie," Mrs. Hamilton
said. "The judges were the
ones who should make the
final decision."
After the disagreement,
Mrs. Hamilton eaid she "felt
like there was no salvation of
the whole thing. We did not
feel we wanted the
association, and we were sure
they did not want to be
associated with us. It was a
mutual thing."
Diana Johnson, who led the
Miss MSU committee in past
years, said that she, along
with committee member Roxie
Whit. had several

SHIELD photo

KAREN GORDON Ia all amllel after being crowned Mlu MSU

11n , but after winning the .............. claimed .... had trouble
getting the acholarshlp money lhe wa due.
disagreements
Hamiltons.

with

the

"They weren't happy with
us because we had so many
girls out-of-state," Whit said.
"The University has a lot of
out-of state student&, and so
we ended up with a lot of outof-state candidates. Their
reasoning was that somebody
from Missouri should want to
win Mise Missouri. Our girls
wanted to be Miss MSU.
"They (the Hamiltons)

never said so directly but I
think that the implication
definitely was there- for us to
in fluence the j u dges in
selecting in-state girls."
Mrs. Hamilton disagreed.
"Girla may en ter in their
hometowns or in college or
whe~ they are working,
wherever it is. It doesn't bother
uaatall. Butyou'dliketohave
one or two girls from
Kentucky."

Auditions will take place in
Room•lll (GreenRoom)ofthe
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building
at 7 p.m.
No material needs to be
prepared by those auditioning;
it will be provided for them at
the time of the audition.

"They just didn't give it to
me. I kept asking about it and
finally I wrote a letter to the
Miss America Pageant
complaining that I had not
received my scholarship,"
Berg said. "I sent a copy of the
letter to Betty. Finally I
received it, but it took eeveral
phone calls."

Carter said, "There was a
general consensus that our

Ears Pierced
.

"FREE"
.
$JI99 :

WITH THIS COUPON AND
THE PURCHASE OF STUDSAT

~

'

.:

~ MICHELSON JEWELERS~

.....................................................
:

.........
· ooldie Hawn

central center 753-3314

Mrs. Hamilton said that an
awards banquet is h eld at the
end ofevery year and ifthe gir!
had been attending college she
was awarded her scholarship.
at that time.

.....................................................

Play auditions announced
• Auditions will be held
Tuesday for Suppressed
Desires, a one-act play
directed by Jim Griffin.
The play, a comedy by
Susan Glaspel, has one male
and two female parts
available. Previous experience
is not rt>quired.

girls were treated badly at
.state."

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER

:
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THE
CPRODIGAL
(PG)
··._.._ILII-I.
Ends 3/28
(1:30,3:30) 7.9
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•

Starts Fri. 3/22
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Porky's
Revenge(R)
Starts Fri. 3/22
(1:30,3:15) 7:15,9:05

EISURE
ONNECTION ·
ELEVEN POINT RIVER MISSOURl
DE SCRIPTION: Canoe 19 miles on one
of the Ozarks finest streams.
DATE: March 29- 31
COST: $28
SIGN UP DATE: Deadline _March 22
TRIP LEADER: Larry Wood
PHONE: 762-3824 or 762-6119
MAXIMUM PARTICIPANTS: 25
OTHE R : All equipment, food, canoes, and
tran sportation furnished.

f1/JlJir Jt(.B•fiiiJ
,_.,":,,..

1986
MAZDA

{!]

chestnut sl 753-3314

BlOOQ

AN ALL: NEW EXPERIENCE IN RIDING
COMFORT. HANDLING,ANDVALUE.
Standard features include a responsive
overhead cam engine. 5-speed owrdrive,
steel-belted radials, weldt•d double-wall
_ ,.,.r<l•nbed, and brushed nap full carpeting.

$5995*

•include!! deoliO!r PIYJ'• optiOn>. and fr...oght ch.trges. Taws and license.,.,,,,,

Carroll Volkswagon,
Audi, Mazaa ~
800 Chestnut

753-8850

NO'JVIS
THE TIMEI
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Former student will vie ·
for national pageant title
By DARLA BAXTER
Assistant campus Life Editor

When Robin Overbey
entered the Miss Kentucky
USA pageant hoping to do
well enough to help her career,
she had no idea that the
following May ehe would be in
Florida competing for the
national title.
Overbey, Benton, entered
and won the state title in
December, after graduating
from Murray State the same
month.
"Leigh Ann Austin, who has
been Miss Kentucky-USA,
called me and told me about
the pageant. I knew jobs were
• scarce, and I thought, 'If I
happen to do well maybe in a
way it will help me out with a
job.' When 1 won, I was
thrilled. I felt when I won that
it was an honor," Overbey
said.
Preparing herself for the
national pageant, which will

be held May 13 in Lakeland,
Fla., ia Overbey's present goal.
A 10-minute interview and a
short dress and evening gown
competition are some of the
categories Overbey will be
judged in.
It isn't easy getting ready
for a pageant, according to
Overbey. :'You have to diet
almost constantly. I really
have to watch what I eat," said
Overbey. "Then you have to
find your gowns, and I have to
work on my speaking."
Winning pageanta isn't a
new experience for Overbey.
She was named Mia& World
USA in 1979 and wu a runnerup to Mias WoTld America.
Overbey said the experiences
"really opened doors for me."
Through her pageant
expoeure, Overbey earned a
chance to work at the Eileen
Ford Modeling Agency inNew
York. She worked as a model
for five months. "It isn't as

glamorowa aa everyone thinks
itia," she said.
Although she liked
modeling, Overbey wu more
intereeted in working on her
career in broadcast
journalism, 10 she decided to
continue with college. "I came
home and went to Murray
State, because I wanted to be
cloee to home."
The pageants and modeling
have apparently paid off.
Ov erbey entered Miss
Kentucky-USA hoping to help
herself find a job. She is
preaently working on an
internship at WSMV·TV in
Nashville, Tenn. and has
received an offer from KFVSTV in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
"I feel that I could have a
modeling career anytime I
wanted to. I could come back
(to modeling). I've been very
lucky. Someday, I'd like to get
a good job and maybe work
part time as a model, too,"
Overbey said.

Murray Tailor Shop
"as you rip, so shall we sew"

Downtown (across from .Peoples Bank)
Phone 759-1221

(8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Mon.-Sat.)

Coametology by LaDora
Hairdresser: Paulette Wilford
C•tAStylea

Men····-····-········-·-····-··--·t5

Women.·-· - · - - - -.....$10
...... -..- ...·-..-·--·- ... $25

Dixieland_Center

753-0658

l.£T US WORK FOR YOU. AOUERTISEI
Ad deldlne-noon ~.
CIDcdltlon dl.-....noon TuesdB.

Phone t62-44tL

CaotainD's
a areaTitttle seafood plan~
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FOR$7
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I FISH Gl
o_ FRIES Two tender fish fillets.
natural cut french fnes
I1 ONLY
FOR $1 75 and 2. southern style hush
•
pupp1es.
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~~~~..!!!~
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$1 75

0

-·

Two tender fish fillet~.
natural cut french frtes
and 2. southern style hush
pupp1es.

c~
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D's

11
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1
1
1
1
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•

little ........ ,._.
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I

THIS COUPON
I~·········ca.
FISH 8r FRIES
Two tender fish fillets.
I
natural c ut frenc h fnes
FOR $1 75 a nd 2_southern style hush I
I ONLY
•
pupp1es.
I

1
1
I
I
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Caataln
D's.
acn;.Tilule Ma iMd plac-e

1.. pmidpalillg c~.. o·,~
~········· Ca. THIS COUPON

I
1

FISH 8r FRIES

$1 75

I
FOR
I ONLY
•
expiru M•rch 29
1I 'Offer
Not good 11111h ·~ oth«
I
SP«IOI or dll<ount

•••••••••11

Two tender fish fillet~.
natural c ut french fnes
and 2 southern style hush
pupp1es.

"a!taln D''-'

a ere

1
I
I

- ..

little .... .... place

I

I
I
I
I
I

COUPON··········
Captain D's~
(al partk:iPAII"$ Cepteln D's).

• • • • • • • • • CUP. THIS

An event you won' t want to

miss. As part of this campus
community, your participat·
ing Ford dealer will talk with
you about the special values
available on Ford's 1985
rosPONOOR

..

1~{
.........

model cars and uuck.s. GET
OFF TO A GREAT START
WITH FORD ON THE
DATE(S) LISTED
BELOW!

----------ROll DAY

u•IYERSI9Y
CE.'IERBOARD
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Frat selects sweetheart
during weekend pageant·
1"he Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity will host the Second
Annual Mise Black/ Gold
Pageant tonight at 8 p.m. in
the Currie Center Ballroom to
--led i~ fraternity sweetheart.
The winner of the pageant
will be eligible to participate in
the regional and national
pageants sponsored by Alpha
Phi Alpha.
" We are really excited about
the show,'' explained the
fraternity president, Micheal
Hardin. "This is not just your
ordinary beauty pageant. The
whole production ia planned
and executed by guys. That
leaves room for lots of fun," he
said.
The Master of Ceremonies
for the pageant will be "Nero"
of WKOA Radio in
Hopkinsville. There will also
be special appearances by
Sam " Peoplebeat" Burrage of
WPSD·TV in Paducah and
Regent Wf,nc' E'Il Lynch.
The contestants are Edith
Bobbitt, Nashville; Franzetta
Cheire, Hickman; Tanya
Evans, Simpsonville; Clarizza
Fox, Louisville; Dorothy
Weatherspoon, Clinton; Beata
Weaver, Hopkinsville; and
Stephanie McClean,
Eddyville.
The current M iss
Black/ Gold is Gloria Motton
from Sikeston, Mo.
Admission for the pageant
will be$1 inadvan<'eand$1.50
at the door.

AduH-

M 9 p.m .~ Tu 3:30p.m.; W 7 p.m.
Th 5 p.m.; F 7:30p.m,
'....

Car-1oons

BeHy loop and Friends
Betty Boop and guests Th e Little King,
Henry and Pudgy. 30 min
THE CANDIDATES FOR THE Mitt Bl8ck/Gold Pageant are
<•••ted, front) Cl• rlzu Fox, T•ny• Evans, Edith Bobbitt and
Steph8nle McLe•n; •nd (st•ndlng, back) Fr•nzett• Chelrt, Beat•
Weaver •nd Dorothy We•therspoon.

M 9:30p.m : Tu 4 p .m .; W 7 •30 p.m.
Th 5:30p .m .~ F 8 p.m.

~~
SP£CL\L

The Rutles (Part I)
Hilarious parody ot the lives and careers
of the ~eatles with Mick Jagger. John
Belushi, Dan Aykroyd and
30

MISS MSU PAGEANT
Saturday, March 30- 7:30p.m.
Lovett Auditorium

Th 7 p .m .; F 3:30 & 9:30p.m..

~\

The best in progresstve
G
new music videos. In·
1·
eludes top ten count·
down. Nl club video,
special guests and more. 60 m

0

S

Tu 5 p .m.; W 8 p .m. Th 4 &
9 p .m.; F 6:30p.m.

The Glasses and

Dreams Anon

Host and
Guest Entertainer:
Michael John·

·from Columbia University, Li-Shin y •
The Glasses" and from Cal Arts .. u 5
Anon". 30 min
·
. 0 reams

Tu 5:30 p.m .; W 8:30 p .m.
Th 4:30 & 9 30 p .m.: F 7 p.m .

Choreographer:
Angela Deaton

Revolution of the Cross
~ fascinating look a1 the ef1ects of MOIX·
lSrn on the Ethiopian church. 30 min

Watch "The Festival of
Champions" marching

1985 Miss MSU Contestants

band festival Monday at 4:30 p.m.
and Tuesday at 7 p.m. on MSU-1V 1111

Admission:
$3.50 Adults
$2.50 Students w / MSU ID
$1.50 Children under 12

A portion of the proceeds
will be donated to the
John A. Camp Memorial
Scholarahip Fund.

March 22, 19M

WPHD to sponsor
road trip to concert
·

WPHD, the campus radio
station, is sponsoring a road
trip to the Louisville concert of
The Firm and is offering
tickets and bus seata to those
interested.
Don Stewart, WPHD's
program director, said there is
substantial interestin the trip,
but bus tickets can still be
purchased and seats arranged
for the concert.
The Firm features former
Led Zeppelin guitarist Jimmy
Page and Paul Rogers,
previously a singer and song
writer of Bad Company.
Stewart said the project
band's album is doing well on
the charta. The band was
recently featured on MTV's

~Glamorous
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Saturday n ight concert. ·
''It's not just heavy metal,"
said Stewart. He said the
music in the two-and-a-halfhour show also h as "a pretty
good light show."
This is the only local
appearance of the band and
Stewart said "This would be a
chance to see a major show.
These guys are legends."
The tentative date for the
concert is April l8 at Freedom
Hall in Louisville. Stewart
said half of the bua seats are
already taken, but if enough
people are intereeted, a second
bus will be reserved.
For more information ca ll
WPHD at 762-3822.

life ' - - - -

Continued from Page 9
Lowe, a senior nursing
major, will be sponsored by
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority
and Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity. She is doing the
Jane Fonda exercise program
every night, watching the
news and reading Newsweek.
Dr. Gene Garfield, a political
science professor, will be
explaining current events to
the finalists, Lowe said.
"People don't realize it's
more than just bathing suits,"
she said. "You have to know
what is going on around you."
Perry, a freshman criminal
justice major sponsored by
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority,
usually runs three miles every
day, but now she is also doing
sit-ups and trying to keep her
complexion clear.
Perry said the pageant will
be good experience for the
contestants, since they will
meet people and learn to
present themselves.

"I'm not in i t to win," Perry
said, "but if I did, I would be
honored to represent MSU."
Perry will not miss the
talent portion of the contest,
because the contestants can
show the other aspects of their
person ality when they are
asked the on-stage question,
she said.

FYI

We want to
thank our customers
their friendship.

STUDENT ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION

~~~~~

The Student Alutr ni Association will hold a general
meeting at 7 p.m. Monday in
the Mississippi Room in
Curris Center. Everyone is
urged to a tten d.
ALPHA GAMMA RHO

The Executive Officers for ·
the 1985 school year of Alpha
Gamma Rho are Robie Pace,
president, Kevil; Roger
Oldham, first vice president,
Princeton; Tim Robin ette.
second vice president,
Greenwood, Ind.; Jeff Fulcher,
secretary, .Mayfield; Ed
Bingham, treasurer, Kuttawa;
Will McFadden, alumni
secretary, Greenfield, Ohio;
and Tom Folz, house manager,
Herndon.

and business. We
hope to continue

Open
7a.m. til
4p.m.

to serve you with
quaility service and
cleanliness.

Mon - Fri

Across from Pogue Library

Support the

March of Dimes
-

111111< ll(ffCI$ fOUNCWlON-

Sauer, the Alpha Sigma
Alpha representative, is a
freshman English and
physics major. She said Miss
MSU is her first pageant. Her
friends and sorority sisters
give her the support she needs,
and like the other finalists she
is reading about current
events and maintaining her
weight.
She said the lack of talent
competition in the pageant
will not be bad if the
interviews are more difficult.
The theme of this year's
pageant is "The Glamorous
Life."

a

Cl

I

\

One HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs
Mon.- Sat.
7 a .m. - 6 p.m.
Closed Sunday

phone 753-9525

1 , HOUR~

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

An event you ·won't wam to
miss. As part of this campus
community, your participating Ford dealer will talk wilh
you about the .special values
available on Ford's 1985

OO-SPONSOR

model cars and trucks. GET
OFF TO AGREAT START
WITH FORD ON THE
DATE(S) LISI'ED
BELOW!

----------MOllDAY

U.IVERSIWY
CE.WERBOARD

.........-=
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New minor in dance
approved by Regents
By DANNIE PRATHER
Staff Writer

committees since last fall."
The proposal was written
last spring when interest was
showninthedep~entand

The Board of Regents took
the final steps to approve a
dance minor under the College
of Fine Arts and
Communications at their Feb.
16 meeting.
"I was flabbergasted at how
fast it got through," said
Karen Balzer, aaeociate
professor in the theater
department. "We've been
putting it through the various

WISDOM is•••
giving

college for a dance minor.
''The students wanted it."
Balzer said.
The interest stems from
students of all majors who
already have enough couraes
to transfer to another school's
graduate program in dance.
Balzer's fint step wae to
have a proposal for a dance
history courae approved by the
Academic Council. She then

talked with chairmen in other
departments to ask if several
couraee could be traneferred to
the minor. "There were
cou.raee taught in biology and
physical education I thought
were eaaential.lt gave us more
faculty than just me," she
said.
The minor consists ot 16
houn of core requirements
including dance history and
human anatomy and
physiology, six houn of ballet
and another six houn of
electivee, either in the jazz or
contemporary dance area.

Olylrtplc l'lazt~. Mu""Y· Ky. 1Sf·'U7
MON. THRU SAT. t AM to I

..........

Gl,. Uo AA ....,, A11011
We Will Glwe y.., A l"-""•

.,.... a.. -. ....

,,_........
,.

~

__,
10, ,......~
NO LIMn

ON ~

REGULAR Ptl lt~ i.l7 FOR

Need help preparing your taxes?

VI.IOf>!"''t; ANY ::il/f ROU
AM .17•PfR PI'I•NI

to the

March
of

Dimes

Birth defects

ore forever.
Unless you help.

Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance is available
free of charge to
students, the elderly,
and people with low
Incomes. This service
is available every
Wednesday (through
April 10) from noon
until 4 p.m. In the
Mississippi Room of
the Curris Center.

GIVE BLOOD

+

American Red Cross

I.
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Mllsic shOw productiQn
requires time and effor:t
By DARLA BAXTER
Assistant Campus Life Editor

Anthony Peoples knows
that it takes more than 30
minutes to put on a half-hour
show.
Peoples, from Mayfield, is
producer and co-host of Music
Visions, featured on Channel
11 at 4:30p.m. each Tuesday
and Friday.
"As producer, I write the
&how, make sure props are
ready and edit. It takes a lot of
time, just for a 30-minute
show. I put in about 20 hours
weekly over a period of a few
days," he said.
As a writer, Peoples sifts
through press releases and
reads magazines to get ideas
for the show.

FRANKLY SPEAKING

H~ Gor Ut~

Music news dealing with
popular singers and groupe, a
top-ten countdown and record
reviews b:v Barb Meyer,
Versailles, is a part of the
show.
·
Although Music Visions
focuses on rock music, other
types of music such as
country, dance, black and
contemporary music are
featured as well . In addition,
profiles on music stars are
included.
Kimberly Olea, Murray, is
Peoples' co·host. She enjoys
working on the show.
"At the first of the week T
get a copy of the script and
learn it," she said. "We tape
on Thursday nights."
Olea' duties consist mainly
of learning the script. Other
aspects of the show are
handled by Peoples.

. .. phil frank

The hostS became involved
in the show becauee they were
interested in hands-on
experience.
"I heard that they were
holding auditions for the
show and I thought it
sounded like fun, so I
auditioned and became cohost," Olea said.
Peoples has always been
interested in music. When he
found out about the show, he
jumped at the opportunity,
The show began last
semester, and had a few
technical problems. However,
Peoples said that the show is
running well this semester.

More people
have survived
cancer than
now live in
the City of
Los Angeles. ·
We are winning.

"We even have fans from
Mayfield," he said. The
Murray State ch annel is also
carried on th e Mayfield cable
system. "It is going great.
We're looking good."

tsw.

'JoY OF COot<lNG'

ANO 'JOV Of )EJ' ~$ MlKEP
UP., HE'$ ~~IJ 11/{(E;E. ~YS
Cl @Jl}JG HI~ ~ca,f;

a
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If you're not advertising
to MSU students,
you're losing money.
Depending on your business,
you could be losing over $4 million
in sales every acacemic year* if
you're not reaching the student
market.
The best way to reach MSU
students is to advertise in Jlae
Murray State Newa. Every
week Tlte Murray State
New•
reaches over 7,000
students. No other area medium
can deliver as large a target
market at as low a cost .
Take advantage of the potential
available in the college market.
Contact your Murray State

New• Safes repreaentGtiiJe

Let us
work/oryou/
762-4478

Ne•••s
lhe Murray State

' VV I

I

An event you won't want to
miss. As pan of this campus
community, your participat·
ing Ford dealer will talk with
you about the special values
available on Ford's 1985

COSPONSOR

\

model cars and trucks. GET
OFF TO A GREAT START
WlTH FORD ON THE
OATE(S) LISTED
BELOW!

.. . . ..
----------MOllDAY
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University riflers shoot
to NCAA championship
By DAN HECKEL
Sports Editor

No one could have predicted
it, but the rifle team came
away from West Point, N.Y.
with the first national
championship in the history of
the University, narrowly
defeating West Virginia
University March 9·10.
Murray State's team total of
6,150 edged out the two-time
"defending champion
Mountaineers by one point.
Pat Spurgin, a sophomore
from Billings , Mont. ,
continued her winning ways
by capturing first place in
individual .22-caliber small
bore with a score of 1,168 (out
of 1,200) and third place in air
rifle.
Spurgin's 387 in air rifle
actually tied for first, but a
tiebreaker system which
counts the number of exact
bullseyes gave her third.
Spurgin did the same thing in
air rifle last year, but won the
championship instead.
Spurgin, who was named
first team All-American in air
rifle and small bore, credited
the efforts of the entire team
for the championship.
"Everyone pulled together
for this. It was the freshmen
who carried us to the
championship."
The freshmen include

Marianne Wallace, Downer's
Grove, m., who placed sixth in
the individual small bore with
a 1,157; Gary Stephens,
Columbus, Ga., who tied for
13th in small bore with a 1,151
and Alison Schultz, Ann
Arbor, Mich., who finished in
a two-way tie for 21st in small
bore with a 1,143 and shot a
377 in air rifle which tied her
with two others for 18th.
"We finally got four good
shooters at one time," said
rifle coach Sgt. Maj. Elvis
Green. "I told them (the
freshmen) to just keep their
cool and try to beat their own
score, not anyone else.
Everybody did that and now I
think West Virginia has some
respect for us."
The championship was a
surprise to the team members,
who thought that second place
would be as good as they
would do.
"I didn't worry about
winning, I just tried to shoot
my best score," said Stephens,
a second team All·American in
small bore.
"Pat (Spurgin} tried to keep
us calm so we could do our
best. It took a few days to
realize that we had won it."
Wallace, named first team
All-American in air rifle and
SHRIFLERS
Page 18

Photo by ROBIN CONOVEJ'i

LT. COL. CHARLES KNEDLER glvet rifle teem member Pet Spurgin en eWIIrd at Tuetday't
ceremonies.

Win 10 of 12 matches

Netters catch fire on the road
continued its winning ways
this week as it downed
Michigan State University
twice in a dual meet. The
Racers won Monday's match
5-4 and downed the Spa~n's

Other big matChes included
9.0 shutouts of Southwestern
Missouri State University and
StaH Writer
St. Louis University. The
Racers also handed Indiana
The men's tennis team
University its second loss of
the season, 6-3 and downed
Mid-American Conference
Champion Ball State
University 5-l. It was only
Ball State's second loss as
well.
The team also defeated the
University of Louisville, 7·1.
Top seed Tony Wretlund
proved his worth in that meet.
The Swede downed U of L's
Brendon Berke, the nation's
49th rated singles player.
Coach Bennie Purcell
certainly was not upset with
Monday's victory over
Michigan State. however, he
was more pleased with what
he saw Tuesday.
"We were lucky to win
Monday. We played better
today," Purcell said after
watching his Racers cruise to
easy victories the second time
around.
No. 1 seed Tony Wretlund
had little trouble, winning 6-3,
6-3. J ens Bergrahm won his
No. 2 seed match 4-6, 6-3, 6-4,
while Steve Masead won
easily at No. 3, 6·3, 6·1. No. 4
seed J oe Carter won 6·2, 3;-6,
6'3 and Paul Austin won his
No. 6 seed match 2-6, 6-3, 6-3.
No.5 seed John Brunner was
Photo by ROBIN CONOVER
the only casualty, losing 4-6,
6-4, 6-4.
The Racers were in the hole
Though It mey look like Recer tennlt pleyer Jent B«grehm It ln~te ebout aomethlng, he ectually
4-2
Monday when the Murray
couldn't be heppler et he retuma e thot esa•nat a Mlehlgen Stete opponent Tueldey. Bergrahm won
State doubles teams went to
hit metch W , 6-3, 6-4 •• the Recera defHtecl the Sparterw, 7-2.
work, pulling out the victory
By CLAY WALKER

Take that

7-2 Tuesday.
The victories came after a
very successful spring break.
MSU was 8-2 in 10 road
matches ending with a 9.0
shutout of Bradley University.

with three wins. The Racer
pairs took two of three on
Tuesday.
Paul Austin and Alan
Farmer lost their No. 2 seed
match 6·2, 7-6. The No.3 seed
team of John Brunner and Joe
Carter cruised 6-3, 6-3 and the
No. 1 seed pair, Steve Massad
and Tony Wretlund, won 7-6,

6-3.

Massad and Wretlund are
now 9·0 'together and playing
very good tennis. ''They're
rollinJJ along," Purcell said.
Wretlund , a freshman ,
thinks the chemistry between
him and Massad is the key to
their success.
" He serves and volleys
well," Wretlund explained. "I
go well with him because I
return well."
Massad, a senior, enjoys
playing doubles, especially
with Wretlund.
"We've pretty much found
the way we want to play,"
Massad said.
The players and Purcell
seem optimistic about getting
into Ohio Valley Conference
play. "I think if we continue to
play like we're playing now,
we'll be right in there," Purcell
said. "We've been playing
really good lately."
The team will be looking to
continue its "really good" play
this weekend. The Racers will
host Western Kentucky
University, North Alabama
University and Indiana State
University Frid ay and
Saturday. The Racers will
entertain Vanderbilt
University Sunday.
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Riflers
saying we're number one,
President Kala Stroup
because we're looking to better relished the championship as
second team in small bore our best in the future," Schultz a victory for the whole school.
said the team had noticed said.
'':This is the first NCAA
throughout the season that
teain championship in the
The
young
team
realizes
it
their scores were sometimes
will have to improve ifit wants history of the University and
better than West Virginia's.
everyone here todEw is part of
to stay on top next year.
history," she sa>rl. ·
"I still thought we would get
At an awards ceremony
East Tennessee State
second, but after the prone
round (on the ground) when we Tuesday, Student University finished third in
were up by 10 points, I knew Government Association Rob the championships, with
Ruth referred to the team as Tennessee Tech University in
we had a good chance."
"Formerly the best-kept secret fourth place followed by Army
"We can't stand around on campus."
at fifth.
Continued from Page 1
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Van's Car Wash
Featuring Worlds
Strongest Vacuum
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• Pre-soak wax

Open 24 hours :

Greene-----------------------Continued from Page 1
championships, three trips to
the National Invitational
Tournament and two Ohio
Valley Conference Coach of
the Year awards.
Greene chalked up his 300th
career victory earlier this
, season. His career coaching
record is 307-176.
From 1969 to 1976, Greene
coached two of his New
Orleans teams to the top of the
Associated Press Division U
poll, before bringing the team
two consecutive 18-win
seasons in its first two years of
Division I play.
Greene also laid the
groundwork for New Orleans'
8,773-seat Lakefront Arena, a
multi-purpose complex.
Greene played at Murray
State from 1958-62 under Cal
Luther. He lettered three years
after coming out of
Gerstmeyer High School in
Terre Haute. He has a master's
degree in education from
Murray State.
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On 1984 and 1985
New Tempos

PARKER FORD Main St. I
..a..-....~.u.-.-....M
. ur~y-1
.

FRESH LETTUCE.
FRESH TOMATO.
AFRESH NEW TASTE
THE

H~~J:

HuT

~0;!!'9
We Now Have Our

Tanning Bed!
The Newest Wolff System in Town.
It's the ONLY Wolff in town with
the New Patented Reflector Bellarium·S
Superlamp Bulbs.

Opening Special!

130 min. - $25
Month of April
(Call for o ther rates)
"The Wolff T1nnlng System Ia the only system approved by the FDA."

I

INTRODUCING OUR BIG NEW
UTTUCE & TOMATO SPECW:
I 'I & rr.h new tu&e from lfcDooald'al
Wt Crill aqu&Nr poundo!Julay,le&n lOO!UD·AmeriCan beef, top It with cr!lp
treab lltCuc:e. plump tmb tomato alloes, &oldto obeeee. ke*cbup, poklee, oololla
and rtch. creamy mrQoon&lee. &II on a 888&111t seed bun. So gvt ready to bite IDto the
!rub new task of WcDooald'e bl« new I.tttuoe fl Tomaso Speol&ll&lldwlcb.

IT'S AGOOD TIME.
FOR THE GREAT TASTE.
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Go Krogering
U.S.D.A. Crade ..If" Hotly Farms

Items and Drices In tnts ad effeCtive

Whole

March 2oth. thrU MarCh 26tn.

Murray, Ky.
reserved. COIIYriOM 1M 5. TM Kroo« CO.

U.S.D.A. ChOke Grain Fed Beef
WhOle 10 to 141b. Avg.

ToiSirloin
Butt

IU.A Clift ' l ' ..., 1_.

Fryer DrtlstkkS
11U"- I

Silted Free

Fryllg Clllckel

98
ll.U~--,.--

l l lllllll!tll...........

Top SlriOII
Steak .. .. . ..

Sl•a
..

,-----------~

llr. Turtey

AnY SIH Pacttaoe

U.U.ACIIOICtSIIOIIICIIr

ocean
Percll

Turkey
Franks
JIOUIICI

POrk
Steak

Lamb
Roast
IIOUIId

IIOIIIICI

Field Pro Leaguers
12oz.

I &9

'f

Mtn. Dew. Pepsi
Diet. or Reg .

Low-Fat
Milk

Field Bologna

••

PLUS
DEPOSIT

-00'....-CIInl lt~

Cllll-

Cottage

van
camp

Cheese
12 0Z. -

7.7SOI.CMI

! S1DD! S1DD
~...._

~s1aa

c--,

-.-..

Short Cake
lis
She
act.aoa

~aae

15
C·
Apples .. .........~~
ggc
Grapes .:.. .. .......
b.

Navel

ora1ges

,_Ntfit%

Wlti9Jot--.

Pie
Shells
:r et 1001. 1111..

Fried Chicken

Patties
• 7Soa. .....

·~

S100

BlgK
Drinks

.,,9
.,..

·:·a ge

CroP"

U.S. NO. 1 AU Purpose

Red
Potatoes

Flobrld_
a_
straw err1es

age

-

a .. U Ill

•.!.'_, S•99
ftthlHin I
•
Grapefruit . "'

Assorted FlaVors

Tomato
catsup

ThompsonWhiteseedless

- " - " " "I

I

DelMonte

Krover

Squeeze
Mustard

s,••

79e

washington state EX. Fancy COld or Red Delicious

(alifoll ll Sttllltil

~

____......., DD 79C

Del Monte cut

Green
Beans

S1 99

orange
Juice
12o:r.can

S149
9 -16oz
....a........_,B Ollii:J.il

c

lb.

"ff'tttl ROm AOricla" AVOndllt
Frozen 100~ Pu,.

PEPSI

--·

Potted
Meat
Sl •OLCMI

1)0111111

$129 $109

Kroger 'h%

,.,_..,

..

69C
lb.
49C

"'"" NOI1tl At&lntlc

.,••

•

•

~~~~--~~~~~-,..

Picnic

c ~89c

Limit 3

\

BostoiiOO toast

smoked

Fryers

None sotc1 to CIUien. Limit rtettt

lb.

Hickory Smoked Whofe

G.-

Fresll
Carrots

.,~

...- . ..

~ ggc

.

~·299
·-a.,·
Fresll
Asparat•s

.s,,.
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Aloha-ow

Thoroughbreds take a bruising in Hawaii

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

The Thoroughbred ba&eball

••

Murray State will visit
Carbondale Saturday before
returning home Sunday to
host the Salukis.
MSU spent spring break in

team takes a five game losing Honolulu, Hawaii, sweeping a

streak and a 4-9 record into three game series with the
this weekend's action against University of Hawaii-Pacific
Southern Dlinois University. before dropping four games to

the nationally ranked
University of Hawaii.
Hl>turmng home Tuesday, the
'!· ~ !'! dropped a contest to
.~em phis State University, 185.
The Thoroughbreds won the
opener against the Sea
Warriors of Pacific 10-5.
Starting pitcher Jim Lambert

r-;!dwchtrongbaseballforthe
tireu~ t1S did re~iever David
John:.•JO, who p1cked up the
win. The offense was supplied
by third baseman David Butta
whohithisfourthhomerunof
the year to go with a 4-for-5
performance.
In a doubleheader the
following day, MSU won the
first game 9-8 by scoring two
runs in the top of the seventh.
Clay Boone hit his fourth
home run of the year in the
contest. In the second game,
Murray pitcher Van Golmont
toll" 0 ~'~ A complete game for the
• us to lead the squad to a
v .. \lictory. Mike Gargiulo and
Chria. Earber went two-forfour with Barber driving in
three runs.
MSU was whitewashed by
the Rainbows of Hawaii in the
first of a four.game series by a
countof5-0. The following day
wasn't much better for the
'Breda as they dropped a twinbill by counts o£6-5 and 27-12.
Reagan waR pleas~::J by
freshman pit 1-c:!T Rich
Garner's perfom.dn~.-~ in the
opener. Garner rect•ivt>d some
support from teamm mate
David Butts, who went
three-for-four.
Pitching was non-emtent
in the second game as Murray
State went through fi ve
hurlera. The bats were active,
however, led by deeignated

THOROUGHB..ED OUTFIELDER Clay Boone I'Hdln for a pitch
against Memphl8 State during the 18-Siopekled loee Tueeday. The
'BnHia record standi at 4-1 In the earty eeaeon.

Fencing club sponsors tourney
The fencing club will hold ita University a n d Memp h ia
first Visitors Invitational State University are expectEid
Fencing tournament on to attend the tournament.
Viaitora and apectatora are
Saturday at 8 a.m. in Racer
welcome and to help to better
Arena.
understand the sport of
Fencers from Vanderbilt fencing, a tape will be shown
University, Southern Illinois and pamphlete distributed.

aster i
Basket Sale
Our entire collection
of baskets are on sale.
No picking through
leftovers, just relax,
pick out the basket
you want- and save....
Hours:
9 a.m.-6 p.m. M- F
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.

~%

25off

prices good thru March 31st

Bel Air Center

Pier 1iiiiPDI'IS
Now open Sundays 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

hitter David Winder, who went
three-f~r-four with four runs
batted m. Murray fell weakly
in the final game of the series
10·2.
•'h ' Bred• wereblownoutin
an l o v 1o~t to the Tigers of
Memphis State on Tuesday.
With the scored tied .1-1 in the
fourth, thanks to David Butta
fourthhomeroftheyearinthe
first inning, the Tigers erupted
for four runs and never looked
back.
SH'BREDS
Page22

NEEDTYPIN

Specialize In resumes. letters
of application. termlreaearch
papers, Master's theses. Work
Guaranteed. Overnight service
available on most j()bs.

JUDY'S TYPING SERVICE

753-1131

GOVERNMENT JOBS.
$15,000 - $50,000/ yr
possible. All occupations.
Call 1·805-687-6000 Ext. R·
5641 to find out how.

--

·- -- - - - -

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY
JEEPS FOR $44
THROUGH THE U .S.
GOVERNMENT?
GET THE FACTS TODAY!

CALl 1·312-742· 1142 Ext. 2559

Try our convenient drive-thru!

This
Week's
Special
ChestnutS!

Steak Sandwich
Fries
$1.99
Med. Drink

T J's Bar-B-Q

exp. 3·28
753-0045

Did You Forget?
April 1 Is the Filing Date for
Student Financial Aid
applications for 1985-86
requesting grants
(non-repayable), loans
and/or student employment.
Summer Session student employment
applications are also still available and
should be Immediately flied.

...-......pply Toda,__........
Student Financial Aid Office
S arks Hall - Basement

March 22, 1986

Move to bar freshmen
would hurt program here
Athletic Director Johnny
Reagan believes that a
proposal to end freshman
participation in varsity sports
would hurt the Murray State
orogram.
The proposal comes from 30
major universities who want
to insure the proper academic
foundations of freshmen .
" A school, our size favors
freshmun play, if the athlete is
up to it." said Reagan, who
went on t(l My that large
universities want to redshirt
their freshm • <1, which is a
selfish motive.
The Associated Preas
reported March 4 t ~ata group
of universities headed by
UniversityofMiami President
Edward T. Foote II and others,
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decided to discuss ways of
making sure that the student·
athlete " doesn't become
extinct."
Foote explained to the AP,
"A college freshman should
not be practicing football
before he knows where the
library is, or before he knows
where his first class is."
However, Reagan does not
believe that is a fair
assessment of the facts.
"That is over-dramatizing
the facts," Reagan said, "I
know some students who
couldn't find the library when
they were seniors and that
includes non-athletes as well.
If a student is serious about
school, he'll find the library.''
This kind of motion comes

For Sale: Spinet Coaaole Piaao Bargaia

.

up every year, Reagan said, so
he does not give it much
co n sideration . The
recommendations are to be
sent to the NCAA President's
Commission, according to
Foote.

"Murray Lions Club Journey
for Sight/Pepsi Challenge
·
lOK''
Race starts at 9 a.m.,
April13, 1985 at
~.·r Murray
High School
f;J $6 entry fee before
April6, $8 after.

~~~

Universities represented at
the meeting included Harvard,
Rutgers, Georgia, North
Carolina, East Carolina, Penn
State, Nebraska, Indiana,
Florida State, Maryland,
Wichita State, Toledo,
Louisiana State, Texas Tech,
Iowa, New Mexico ,
Minnesota, Virginia Tech,
Temple, Fairleigh Dickinson,
Texas·El Paso, Michigan,
Kentucky, Alabama, Texas
A&M and UCLA.

Contact: Rodger Mathis , 212 S. 16th
Murray, Ky. 42071

Golf team takes beating
in Florida Invitational
By CLAY WALKER
Staff Wnter

Like th e other luck y
students who ventured to
Florida over spring break,
Buddy Hewitt's golf squad
had a terrific time. Hewitt feels
the team may have had a little
too much fun.
Whatever the problem was,
it was severe enough to put the
Racers in last place at the
Panhandle IntercoJJegiate

Bowlers third,
tourney in sight
The bowling team finished
third at the Division Roll·Offs
competition March 8 to 9 in
Savannah, Ga., and is gearing
up for the sectionnls at
Danville, Ind. on March 29 to
30.
Murray State finished third
behind Auburn University
and Mo r e head State
University. Leading the Racer
team was Pat Rodgers with a
225 average and Danny Lipps
with a 210 average.
The bowling team qualified
for the Division Roll-Offs by
winning their Division 4
ch8lnpionship in the Southern
Intercollegiate Conference for
thethirdconsecutiveyear. The
team won its division with a
10·3 record.
The Racers wil l be
competing with several top
teams in the sectional&,
including Indiana University
a nd Eastern Michigan
University which are No. 2
and No. 8 respectively, in the
nation. To qualify for the
sectionals a team must either
win its division~ conference,
region, or may receive an at·
large bid.
The team is expected to
continue to grow stronger next
year with the availability of
some new full ·academic
scholarships for incoming
freshman. Any student can try
out for the bowling team next
fall as long as they maintain a
2.0GPA.

Wanted: Responsible party to take over low monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be seen locally. Write Credit Manager: P.O . Box
537, ShelbyVille, IN 46176.

BASEBALL FANS
Detroit Tigers
vs.
Nashville Sounds

Tournament in Fort Walton, finished with a 247 and Bud
Fla. A s expected , the Ward ended the tournament
University of Miaaisaippi won with a254.
the tournament, while Florida
"That's not indignant of
State University finished Bud Ward's play," Hewitt
second and the University of said. " We had a very short
Alabama finished third.
time to practice in that type of
weather. It wasn't a pleasant
The big winner in the weekend at all.''
tournament, however, was
Now that spring break is
Florida State's Nolan Hen ke. over and the team is in a more
Henke left everyone behind as familiar climate, Hewitt may
he fired a 208. His eight-under· give the younger golfers a try
par total was good enough to Saturday when Murray State
break the 25-year-old record travels to Richmond for the
for the 54-hole event.
Eastern Kentucky
The only good news for the Intercollegiate Tournament.
Racers was Steve Conley. The
"I thin k I should (try
senior finished lOth in the different players)," Hewitt
individual standings with a said. " ltreallydependaon who
224. Jim Tipps shot a 242, Jim playa well during practice this
Kelly a 245, Jim Stewart week."

When: April 12th in Nashville

Cost: $18
Includes reserved box seat and
round trip transportation.
Sponsored t5y Leisure Connection
Call 762-6119 or 762-3824 for
more information.
Deadl ine April 3rd

A Welcome Back Special
from Mr .. Gatti's

I

I

Now through April 5th you
can save a good deal of money
and get a great deal to eat at
Mr. Gatti's.
Just cut out the coupon in
this ad, bring it to Mr. Gatti's,
and we'll cut you a deal on a
delicious meal.

~--------------------------------------~

SAVE

$1 off any Medlum'Pizza
$2 off any Large Pizza

-~ ·
~

I

T he Best Pizza In Town! Honest.

805 Chestnut

805 Chestnut

Expires 4/ 5/85

Not good with
any other offer.

t,;·lne In or limited FREE Delivery

•

.,. 753-6656

·---------------------------------------·
753-6656
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Lady netters: ~in - tWo of three
believes her ~am played well
in all the matChes. "They're
working hard," Keasling said.

By CHERYL KAELIN
Assis tam Sports

Editor

.

The lady netters boosted
their record to 9·7 when they
beat Southeast Missouri State
and the University of
Tennessee at Martin on March
5 to 6, but fell to Arkansas
State University on Tuesday.
The lady netters shut out
Southeast Missouri 9-0 and
they took UT·Martin 6-3,
before dropping a 3-6 decision
at ASU. Connie Keasling,
wome n's tennis coa c h ,

their singles matches to
Arkansas.
The lady netters did pull off
two doubles matches with the
No. 1 and No. 2 seed winning.
Rankine and Pn!te won 7-5
and 6-3 and Jackson and
Jones won 6-3, 0-6 and 6-0.
Keasling was impressed
No. I seed Maureen Rankine with Rankine over Spring
won her singles match easily Break when she won both her
at Arkansas State, 6-0 and 6-3, singles and doubles matches.
but her teammates were not as ·
Allison Prete also caught
lucky. No. 2 seed Alli8on Prete, the attention of Keasling by
No. 3 seed Candace Jackson, winning both her matches,
No. ~4 seed Starr Jones, No. 5 " fm really pleased with the
seed Stephanie Edwards and way she's playing so far, "
No.6 seed Laura Talbot all lost Keasling said. The hard work

tennis

Racquetball professional
offers clinic, exhibition
Lynn Adams, the nation's
number two ranked women's
professional racquetball
player, will be conducting a
clinic and playing exhibition
matches in Paducah Sunday
at the Second Annual Pro
Health Racquetball
Championships.
The tournament is being
held at the local Nautilus
Sports Center and is
sponsored by Lourdes
Hospital and Coca Cola.
~
Adams won three Women's
Professional Racquetball
Association eventg at Atlanta,
Seattle and Plymouth, Mass.
during the 1983-84 circuit. She
has also had four secondplaces this year. She was a
finalist in all seven WPRA
tournaments' that she entered

in the 1983-84 season .
Adams has won 24 of 28
matches for a winnin g
percentage of86 percent. Since
1982, she haa defeated current
national champion, Heather
McKay, 11 times, each time in
tournament finals .
In 1983, Internation al
Racquetball magazine named
Adams the " Player of the
Year" after she won ' th e
National Cham pionsh ip
tournamen t for the second
year in a row.

baa paid off for Prete, who was schedule shouldn't bother the
moved from the No. 3 to the players, because they sliould
No. 2 spot.
be used to it. "You expect it. It's
just tennis," Keaaling said.
"Stephanie Edwards and
This weekend the lady
Laura Talbot did an
outstanding job in the No. 5 netters go to the UT-Martin
and 6 seed," Keasling said. Invitation al Tournament.
Edwards and Talbot won both There are 10 teams in the
of their singles matches. tournament with last year's
"Recapturing the OVC (Ohio No. 1 and 2 teams in Division
Valley Conference) is going to ll play. The favorite ia the
be tough, but if the way University of Tennessee at
Stepanie and Laura played is Chattanooga. Keasling
any indication of what's to believes this is one of the
come they will be able to do tougher tournaments in which
real well in the OVC the lady netters will compete.
tournament," Keasling flaid .
Keasling hopes her team
The lady netters have a will play to their full potential.
tough schedule the next five "With the caliber of play, if we
weeks with five matches each end up fourth I'd say we did
week . Keasling said the well.''

have a big ego to stay at the
top. The trick is to keep t hat
ego in check. You need to be
able to let it out when you're
playing, but still keep it in
check in other parts of your
life."
Adams will conduct a
player's clinic beginning at
4:30 p.m . on Sat urd ay.
Tournament play will begin
on F riday evening and
continue through Sun day
morning. There are divisions
for all levels of skill for both
men and women. The entry fee
for the tournamen t is $20. The
clinic fee is $15.

"I really think it takes a
different type· of personality to
For more information or to
stay at the top of any sport,"
Adams says, "but particularly sign-up for the Lourdes-Coca
in an individual sport like .. Cola Championships, ,contact
racquetball, Individual sport8 the N autilus Sports Center at
are so ego-oriented you have to (502) 442·9148.

Everv Tuesda~

;~

TACO TUESDAY
2 Crispy Tacos
For $1 .19
Otter GOOd 1> O.w No Cov"' ,.No Limit

Across From MSU Stadium

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
(502)753-8593

Deep-Tann
of Murray

'Breds----------------------------------

Suntanning Studio

percentage, total bases, nins
scored and stolen bases...All·
OVC third baseman David
Butts leads the squad with
' Brede Box - Murray tour home runs and 15 RBI.
shortstop T om Gargiulo's bat The junior is also hitting
has been smoking this season. .294 ...Senior outfielder Clay
The junior from Nutley, N.J. is Boone has also hit four round
hitting a team leading .360 trippers... Outfielder Danny
with three home runs and 13 Naughton has hit six
runs batted in. He is also doubles... Freshman pitcher
leading the team in slug!Png Steve Van Waes has 18

Get Your Body Prepared

Continued from Page 20

strikeout8 in 19 innings of
work. Unfortunately the
lefthander has also handed
out 18 walks.

''Film Special Extravaganza!''
I

Win The
Savings Race At...
Racer Gasoline
5elf Service & Full Service
Lowest Prices In Town!

5 movies for $10
join membership and get
1 extra movie free
This is a weekend special-you
keep the movies Friday-Monday.
So come in and take advantage
of our biggest special of the year!

RACER
GAS O L INE

TOn•
M u "*• "'

a

C•naTNUT
K l'llfT UCK'f • 20.,,

"Free popcorn
and coke"
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Intramural roundballers
crown three champions

Real Brothers are the
champions of the 1985
intramural basketball season
in the Com~titive League
after defeating the Bone
Jumpers 61-53.
The Bone Jumpers reached
the finals by defeating the
Sixen in the semi-finals, 6057. Real Brothen squeaked by
the Hoosiers in the semi·
finala, 52-51.
The Recreation League
champs are Road Warriors
after their narrow victory over
Chug-a-Lugs, 50-49.

Semi-final action in this
league saw Chug-a-Lugs
defeat Croaa Country, 63-58,
and Road Warriora beat Taboo
Fu by on~ basket, 52-50. .
The wtnnera of the Gnla
League tournament were the
Bulls..They narrowly defeated
My Gtrls, 34-33.
The Bulls f~ced Alph~
Gamma Del~ ?1 ~e eemt·
final game, el~nunating them,
32-23. My Gn:~ ea~ pa~t
Alpha Delta Pi m thetr &eml·.
final game, 37-23.
Tueeday began the
intramural floor hockey

season In the first night of
play Phi Kappa Tau beat Pi
Kappa Alpha 3·1· Lambda Chi
Alpha beat Si-Pna Chi 3-4.
Alpha Gamma Rho defeated
Kappa Alpha, 7-5. Sigma Pi
slid past Alpha Tau Omega,
8-3.
Upcoming intramural
events include: co-ed
volleyball doubles on Sunday,
co _ ed basketball and
wiffleball begin on Monday,
and the swim meet on
Wednesday.

;

brains of the offense, the Racer
football team is in pretty good
shape for the next four years
with the addition of Vish
Talwalkar to the roster.
Talwalkar, a first-team allstate quarterback, guided
Lexington Lafayette High
School to the semi-finals of the
state's Class 4-A playoffs last
year. However, the 21st
member of the 1985 Racer
recruiting class has much
more to offer than just
outstanding playing
credentials.
Ranked 12th in a class of
617, Talwalkar will attend
MSU on a Presidential
Scholarship, the highest
academic scholarship

awarded by the University. He
comes to MSU with a grade
point average exceeding the
4.0 limit on a four-point scale
due to taking advanced
courses at Lafayette.
"We feel very fortunate
Murray State can attract such
an excellent student-athlete,"
said MSU head coach Frank
Beamer. "I think it speaks well
for both the academics at MSU
and for the Racer football
program. From my
assessment ofVish, he's going
to do well in both areas."
Talwalkar, whose father
Ramesh is a reeearcher in
endocrinology at the
Univeuity of Kentucky
Medical Center, plans to major
in pre-medicine at Murray
State.

D&W
Auto Supply
512 S. 12th St
Murray
753-4563
......,,........... p.m.
~.,,..,

7LIIl.•lp.m.

Automotive
Machine
Shop

NEW
SPRING
STYLES

New quarterback brings
brains that match brawn
If the quarterback is the

Complete Auto Glass Shop

Court Square

Two Locations

Dixieland Center ·

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
VARSITY CHEERLEADER
TRYOUTS
Something To Cheer About!
We are looking for qualified persons to make the 1985-86
squad. All positions are open. Interested persons should
attend the organizational meeting in the Curris Center Theater
and the mandatory clinic in the Carr Health Building.
Organizational Meeting:
Mandatory Clinic:

Curris Center Theater
March 24, 8:30 p.m.

Gymnastics Room in Carr Health Building
March 25-28, .3:30- 5:30p.m.

Skills Tryouts: Racer Arena
April 2, 3:30 p.m.
Qualifications
Guys- Should be athletically Inclined, have good upper body strength,agility and
coordination.
Girls- Should be athletically inclined, agile and coordinated, and should not
weigh more than 120 pounds.
Additionally, one must be an MSU student with a GPA of 2.0 or higher.
Previous cheerleading or gymnastics experience is beneficial, but not necessary.
For further information, contact any MSU cheerleader or call Elaine Byrd (762-2301 ), Mike Young
(753-9534), or Jim Henson (762-3070). ·
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Alcohol Doesn't
Have It
Beer companies hire college students to coordinate promotional parties on
campus with sports and other events. Explains Maureen Spice of Young Adult
Marketing for Coorst "Their JOb is to be the ears and eyes for us on campus.
~, umber one, they let us know what programs are going on, and two, they
get the programs we're involved with executed on their campus." Murray State
£Tniversity had a student representative for the Miller beer ~ompany up to last
gemest\.
W11y the overwhelming focus on college-age individuals? The industry has
:, discovered eighteen to thirty-fo11r year-olds consume by far the most alcohol of
qnv age gr0un. ::l'1d furthermo-rP that the grPatf\Rt consumption \\ithin that
rrv-n1n) is bei:wP.Pn eighteen and twenty-four. Interestingly enough though a
growing number of states have made twenty-one their minimum drinking age,
'-'fhe largest single product advertised in college newspapers is alcoholic
beverages,') notes Robert Hammond, Director of the Alcohol Research
Information Service (ARIS).
According to Maureen Spice of Coors~ "Our position has always been to
promote responsible use of our product. And the way we've done that is to
prov1de programs which encourage young adults to get involved in life, get
involved i~ cznn~ts, and academics." She was unable to comment on the fact
that William Coors, hearl of her company, has been quoted in Advertising Age
as say1ng, "We should not be on the college campus." He also said in the
Washington Post:
"One way or another., the country is going to stop this
because our industry doesn't have the ethics to stop it
ourselves, Coors wouldn't be there ex<?ept that it's a matter
of survival."
ln. actuality. according to Hammond, "About fifteen percent of those using
alcohol consume around ninety percent of all the beer, wine, and spirits sold.
· r~rgeting the heavy drinkE~r is made a necessity because nobody is going to get
rich from somt:one who drinks a beer or two a week. It's the person who has a
six-oack for every occasion. '!'hat's where the money is."
'l'he question is who has the ethics to stop this industry from coming to
lVlurray? Mr. William Coor~ ha~ stated it well . Tt is the ethics verses the
non ethics. lt is t.he survival of the fittest. There are many good people in
.Murray and in Murray State University who drink alcoholic beverages who do
have ethics and do not want twenty-five licensed liquor stores in Murray.
I challenge everyone to take their stand on April 23 and vote no to an
industry that has no ethics in controlling itself.
• Cornerstone Magazine

ryaid for by Wayne

William~

.1 nd Tom Greene, Co·Chairmen

Murray/ Calloway County Dry League P.O. Box 107, Murray, Ky. 42071

